For Chepstow Ind Est
follow
Monmouth A466
I gyrraedd
Yst Ddiw Cas-gwent
ewch yr A466
am Trefynwy

For Pentrebach Business Park
leave at
next junction
I gyrraedd
Parc Busnes
Pentre-bach
ymadewch wrth
gyffordd nesaf

Notes:
1. The legend is from the Transport Medium alphabet at the 'x'-heights shown.
2. Details of the lorry symbol are given on drawing 5 32 sheet 1.
3. The outlines of the tiles do not form part of the sign.
4. The colours are as follows:
   - Background: Black
   - Legend, symbol & border: White
5. The illumination of the sign must accord with the requirements of the current Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions.
6. The 'x'-heights shown are given in millimetres, all other dimensions are given in stroke widths (i.e. 1s/w = 1/4*x'-height).
7. The sign is designed in accordance with the current design rules.
8. The order of languages may be reversed if required.

Variant